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Finalist for the 2018 Los Angeles Times Book Prize in History"A luminous biography." —Rafia
Zakaria, GuardianFour centuries ago, a Muslim woman ruled an empire. Nur Jahan, daughter of
a Persian noble and widow of a subversive official, became the twentieth and most cherished
wife of the Emperor Jahangir. Nur ruled the vast Mughal Empire alongside her husband, leading
troops into battle, signing imperial orders, and astutely handling matters of the state.Acclaimed
historian Ruby Lal uncovers the rich life and world of Nur Jahan, rescuing this dazzling figure
from patriarchal and Orientalist clichés of romance and intrigue, and giving new insight into the
lives of women and girls in the Mughal Empire. In Empress, Nur Jahan finally receives her due in
a deeply researched and evocative biography that awakens us to a fascinating history.
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JahangirnamaMulla Kami Shirazi: poet whose works celebrate the life of Nur JahanMu’tamad
Khan: Jahangir’s paymaster of troopers and memoiristSir Thomas Roe: British ambassador to
Mughal India who wrote a detailed account of the empireEmpressONEQueen of Queens, an
IntroductionIn the autumn of 1619, when the days were clear and cool, perfect for travel, the
royal cavalcade of Emperor Jahangir and Empress Nur Jahan, his twentieth and favorite wife,
set out from Agra, the capital of Mughal India, headed for the Himalayan foothills. The people of
Mathura, a popular pilgrimage site along the emperor’s route, were anxious for his arrival. For
months, a tiger had been attacking villagers and visitors, then disappearing into the forest,
evading local hunters. No divine intervention seemed to be forthcoming from Lord Krishna and
his consort Radha, the Hindu deities worshipped in Mathura’s temples. But the emperor could
solve the problem. Killing tigers had long been a royal prerogative.1Jahangir—his name meant
Conqueror of the World in Persian, the language of the court—was the fourth of the Mughal
emperors, a Muslim dynasty established by invasion early in the sixteenth century. Descendants
of the Central Asian nomad kings Chingiz [Genghis] Khan and Tamerlane, the Mughals ruled
much of Hindu-majority India for more than three hundred years.According to one excited
observer, the imperial procession included “fifteen hundred thousand” people—men, women,
and children; courtiers, soldiers, and servants—along with ten thousand elephants and a great
deal of artillery.2 The procession halted near Mathura, and attendants began erecting hundreds
of magnificent tents, with the harem quarters marked with intricately carved red screens. While
the traveling court was still being set up, a group of local huntsmen appeared and begged
Jahangir to do something about the tiger.Unfortunately, the emperor was obligated to decline.
Several years before, Jahangir had taken a vow to give up hunting when he turned fifty. After
that, he’d promised Allah, he would injure no living being with his own hands. He was two
months past that milestone birthday, and had recently renewed the vow as an offering on behalf
of a favorite four-year-old grandson, traveling with him, who suffered from epilepsy. Shooting a
tiger was now out of the question for Jahangir. The empress, however, was there to protect her
subjects.Beautiful and accomplished, Nur Jahan was the daughter of nobles who’d fled
persecution in Persia. She was also the widow of a court official implicated in a plot against
Jahangir, but that didn’t stop the emperor from falling hard for her. She was thirty-four when they
married, nearly middle-aged in the Mughal world. Since their wedding in 1611, the same year
that Shakespeare premiered The Tempest, Nur Jahan (Light of the World in Persian, the name
bestowed by her husband), had proved to be a devoted wife, a wise and just queen, a shrewd
politician—and an expert markswoman. Her shooting skills were already legendary. A few years
earlier, she’d amazed her husband and his courtiers by slaying four tigers with only six shots.On
October 23, 1619, Nur Jahan mounted an elephant and settled into the howdah, the elaborate
litter on the animal’s back, holding a musket. The mahout, the elephant handler, led her along
the sandy track toward the forest. Nur Jahan accompanied her husband, Jahangir, on his own
elephant, and they were followed by a long line of courtiers, some on superbly ornamented
elephants and horses and others in red and gold jeweled palanquins with silken seats,



decorated with garlands of flowers and carried by attendants. Portraits of Nur Jahan from the
period suggest that she was wearing a regal turban, much like the ones favored by the emperor
and distinguished noblemen, but highly unusual for a woman; a knee-length tunic with a sash
around the waist over tight trousers; and earrings and a necklace of rubies, diamonds, or pearls.
Her shoes were open at the back, exposing the henna designs on her feet.3 At forty-two, she
was still praised by her contemporaries for her luminous beauty.Local hunters on foot guided the
party past fields of barley, peas, and cotton, lush from the recent rains. Along the way, they
spotted herds of cattle, goats, and blackbuck with long corkscrew horns. When they reached the
forest, the emperor and empress could barely see beyond the dense wall of creepers, bushes,
and trees—lofty nim, thorny babul, and many others.4 The hunters showed the empress and her
retinue the spot where the tiger was likely to appear, and they waited.Soon Nur’s elephant, in the
lead, began groaning and stepping nervously from side to side; the mahout couldn’t make it
stand still, and Nur Jahan’s howdah lurched precariously. From his own elephant, Jahangir
looked on, silent and focused. Later, he would recall the moment in the Jahangirnama (The
memoirs of Jahangir), a journal he began when he ascended to the throne in 1605 that would
serve as the public record of his reign. “An elephant is not at ease when it smells a tiger, and is
continually in movement,” he wrote, “and to hit with a gun from a litter is a very difficult
matter.”5The tiger emerged from the trees. Nur lifted her musket, aimed between the animal’s
eyes, and pulled the trigger. Despite the swaying of her elephant, one shot was enough; the tiger
fell to the ground, killed instantly. Jahangir was delighted. A woman shooting publicly was rare; a
woman shooting with such expertise was unheard-of.Nur’s shooting skill wasn’t the only thing
that made her highly unusual. She held a position in the empire never before filled by a woman:
co-sovereign. For more than a decade and a half, from a few years after their wedding until
Jahangir’s death, Nur Jahan ruled along with her husband, effectively and prominently,
successfully navigating the labyrinth of feudal courtly politics and the male-centered culture of
the Mughal world. She issued her own imperial orders, and coins of the realm bore her name
along with her husband’s. In Islamic thought and practice, the edicts and the coins were
convincing technical signs of sovereignty. Furthermore, Nur sat where no other Mughal queen
had sat before or would after, in the jharokha, an elaborately carved balcony projecting from the
palace wall, from which government business was conducted.6 Subjects gathered below the
jharokha to pray for her health, and getting a look at her was considered auspicious. More
important, nobles sometimes presented themselves below the imperial balcony “and listen[ed]
to her dictates,” according to a contemporary historian. “At last her authority reached such a pass
that the King was such only in name … Repeatedly he gave out that he bestowed the
sovereignty on Nur Jahan Begam.”7A generation earlier, Jahangir’s father, Akbar the Great, had
ordered all royal women—wives, daughters, and concubines—to be sequestered behind harem
walls. He called them “the veiled ones.” But three decades after Akbar’s dictate, Nur Jahan was
on view in the most male and public of places. A new kind of power was on display.Nur Jahan
was the only woman ruler in the long dynasty of India’s great Mughals. How did she do it, in that



time and that place? How did the empress’s extraordinary strengths, the emperor’s lamentable
weaknesses, the twists and turns of seventeenth-century politics, and the power of their love
combine to defy a time and a culture that ought to have made the reign of Nur Jahan impossible?
I first met Nur Jahan when I was a restless nine-year-old growing up in Dehradun, India, 150
miles north of Delhi. I loved stories, and my mother had a bagful of wondrous tales for my two
younger sisters and me. She would dish out selections as she played with us on hot summer
afternoons, oil our hair, or put us to bed, even when she was tired after a long day of running the
household.Though some of my mother’s stories were about animals—a parrot who advised its
owner; a clever fox that fooled some peasants—most were about unusual women, though I
didn’t notice this at the time. We heard about the brave Rani of Jhansi who fought against British
rule, and also the British Queen Victoria; Heer of the eternal love story Heer-Ranjha, India’s
Romeo and Juliet; the goddess Parvati, who stood up to her husband, the terrifying Shiva; and
Sita, the dutiful princess at the center of the Hindu epic Ramayana, admirable in her own way.
Mother sang songs based on the epics, and reminded us to behave more like these amazing
women when we got overly mischievous. On weekends, my father, a civil engineer, often listened
from the sidelines, hidden behind his newspapers.One afternoon, my mother and I were sitting
on the floor playing gaind-gitta. Similar to the American game of jacks, gaind-gitta involves
bouncing a small ball with one hand and moving five dice into prescribed arrangements with the
other hand while the ball is in the air—creating, for example, a cave with the left hand and
placing one die at a time in it with the right as the ball danced up. A game of fine balance, gaind-
gitta required close concentration. Still, at some point, I grew bored. “I want a story,” I said to my
mother. I can’t remember whether we finished the game, but she did tell me a story, one I hadn’t
heard before, about Nur Jahan, wife of the seventeenth-century Mughal emperor Jahangir.My
mother called her Maharani, Queen of Queens in Hindi. Though some of the details of that day’s
story are hazy, what stuck with me was that while Nur ruled the empire alongside her husband,
dispensing justice and masterminding daring rescues, she also wrote poetry and designed
clothing, gardens, and buildings. Still vivid are the glint in my mother’s eye as she spoke, and the
spark ignited in me by Nur’s accomplishments and allure. She felt more real to me than other
heroines my mother spoke about. I turned to my father, seemingly immersed in his reading, but
eavesdropping on my mother’s story. “I am Nur Jahan.” I declared. “You are Jahangir!” He
laughed and on many occasions repeated my words to others.At some point, that fascination
with Nur’s story translated into my love for the history of the Mughal world—for Mughal women,
to be precise. In time I became a feminist historian. After I’d published two books that examined
duty, aspiration, and degrees of freedom among women in premodern and early modern India,
both of which challenged conventional notions of what constitutes historical evidence of
women’s lives, I was invited to write a biography of Nur Jahan.Hers is a household name in
South Asia. Nur Jahan has been the subject of at least eight movies, several plays, an opera,
and numerous historical romances in Hindi, Urdu (the national language of Pakistan), Punjabi
(spoken in both India and Pakistan), English, and other languages of the subcontinent.8 Travel



to India or Pakistan today and you’ll find tour guides, custodians of Mughal tombs, and local
visitors to these sites who delight in recounting legends of Nur. As I began researching this
book, one of my first tasks was to explore that oral tradition: what exactly the public knows (or
thinks it knows) about Empress Nur.I engaged a graduate assistant in Lahore, Pakistan—once
part of the Mughal Empire—who asked thirty men and women ranging in age from twenty to
thirty-five what they knew about Empress Nur. The majority responded enthusiastically with a
famous legend about how Nur and Jahangir met. So did a comparable number of Indian tourists,
tour guides, and history buffs I interviewed myself in Agra and Delhi. Every retelling of the tale
was similar to the version published by the nineteenth-century Urdu writer and critic Maulana
Muhammad Husain Azad:In the prime of his youth, Mughal Emperor Jahangir [then, Prince
Salim] strolled into a garden. He had just been to the Meena Bazaar, the renowned market in the
capital where royalty and nobility wandered among merchants displaying the curiosities of the
world. Jahangir had a pair of invaluable pigeons in his hands. He saw a flower he wanted to
pluck, but his hands were not free. Just then a young woman passed by. Asking her to hold on to
the pigeons, he turned to pluck the flower. On turning back to the woman, he saw that she had
only one pigeon in her hand. He asked about the other. She replied: “Your Highness, it has flown
away.” “How did that happen?” the astonished Prince asked. She stretched her hand, loosened
her grip and let the second pigeon go. “Like this,” she said. The prince was stunned: he lost not
only his rare pigeons, but his heart as well.9Only two of the young Pakistanis knew that Nur had
been a politically powerful queen, and an accomplished poet—and they, too, began with the
pigeon story said to have launched a royal romance. Both in Pakistan and India, the people we
talked to generally invoked two dates—Nur’s birth in 1577 and her marriage in 1611—and
explained their importance in a few lines: She was born on the road outside Kandahar [in
modern-day Afghanistan] as her destitute parents made their way from Iran to India. They
abandoned her; then she was restored to them. Jahangir and Nur Jahan met in the Meena
Bazaar. He fell in love with her. They married. Popular works about the empress focus on this
imperial love story, and Nur’s birth on the road is the favorite opening scene of films, plays, and
novels. Most of them revel in her use of feminine wiles to gain influence in the harem and the
court, and nearly all of them end, as did the interviewees’ responses, with Nur’s
marriage.Though modern South Asians embrace the legends of Nur with affection, gusto, and
pride, the emphasis on her romance with Jahangir truncates her biography in a way that
diminishes her. In the popular imagination, Nur’s story seems to stop at the very moment when
her life’s best work began.Between 1614 and 1627, the year of Jahangir’s death, Nur served as
her husband’s co-sovereign, a decisive player in courtly and succession politics, and a
commanding strategist. She defended her subjects against oppressive landlords and otherwise
championed social justice. At the height of her power in the 1610s and ’20s, princes and
courtiers sought her advice and followed her commands; she had the faith and trust of her
husband. In 1626, when Jahangir was taken prisoner by a rebellious nobleman, it was Nur who
led her imperial troops to rescue him. Amar Chitra Katha, a popular comic-book series read by



Indian children and adults, highlights that episode on the cover of an issue about Nur; the
illustration shows her astride a war elephant leading the battle to save the captive emperor. But
inside, the narration of her bold military and political endeavors is sketchy and tepid; more of the
comic is devoted to Nur’s romance with Jahangir. Secondary school textbooks mention Nur
briefly, but they don’t discuss her as a leader.The Mughal family into which Nur married had a
tradition of strong and prominent elder women—assertive royal wives, influential mothers and
aunts whose opinions were valued. But no woman had ever openly and fully taken charge of the
empire. It would be another 350 years, when Indira Gandhi became India’s first female prime
minister, before another woman ascended to such heights in Indian statecraft.Many of her male
contemporaries were in awe of Nur, whom they saw as a person of uncommon political and
cultural acumen, and a remarkable leader. But in a conservative patriarchy, they had trouble
accepting, despite empirical evidence, that she could be both womanly and a sovereign. Some
commentators pronounced her cunning and conniving, precisely the way certain authoritative
women are described to this day. Thomas Roe, the British ambassador to Jahangir’s court, saw
Nur as manipulative and mysterious: “[Jahangir’s] course is directed by a woeman, and is now,
as it were, shut up by her soe, that all justice or care of anything or publique affayres either
sleepes or depends on her, who is more unaccessible then any goddesse or mistery of heathen
impietye.”10 In the view of Peter Mundy, a merchant with the British East India Company who
visited Agra in 1630, Nur was “hautie and stomakefull”—that is, stubborn.11Europeans like Roe
and Mundy seemed especially bewildered by the phenomenon of Nur Jahan. She hadn’t
inherited an empire, as had Queen Elizabeth I of England, crowned twenty years before Nur’s
birth, nor was she exactly a favorite, the familiar adviser-minister figure they knew, a staple of
European courts but always a male. They couldn’t quite wrap their minds around a woman’s
coming to power because of her own talents, but they could understand a wily consort winning
the indulgence of a love-blind emperor.Jahangir’s marriage to Nur in 1611, the critical moment
thought by many to explain her rise, launched a multitude of legends about every phase of Nur’s
life—her birth, her first marriage, harem life, an alleged early affair with Jahangir when he was a
young prince, her meeting and marrying Jahangir, her power over her husband. The legends
soon engulfed the truth, overshadowing her actual personal history. Narrations of the royal
romance became more extravagant in nineteenth-century British colonial histories that were
steeped in the orientalism of the day, embracing exoticized stereotypes of Asia—depraved
despots, a shockingly sensual harem.12Historians writing in the 1960s and ’70s (and even in the
early 1990s, after an extensive gap), strove to cast Nur in a fuller biographical mode, as a
distinguished queen on par with great rulers such as Elizabeth I or Indira Gandhi. Unfortunately,
these studies offered only bullet-point synopses of Nur’s life: she issued orders, coins were
struck in her name, she designed clothes and gardens. There is no palpable sense of the anger
or playfulness we’d expect of a living woman, no details about her support of Jahangir, her deep
investment in the life of the empire, her political maneuvers and countermaneuvers, her raw
ambition, her vulnerability as well as her strengths, or the very human way in which she fought to



build and preserve her husband’s and her own sovereign rights. Little in these biographies
suggest that royal women played any crucial role in Mughal imperial life, let alone that one of
them, Nur Jahan, was rewriting history.13Even into the late twentieth century, academics
disparaged the legends about Nur as gossip, and leaned on love as the explanation for her
extraordinary rise rather than attributing it to her talents. They dismissed Jahangir as an
inebriated, ineffectual king, interested only in aesthetics, philosophy, and mind-altering
substances, so besotted—with alcohol, opium, and Nur Jahan—that he handed over the
running of his realm to her. Yes, the emperor was a drinker and he smoked opium. Yes, he was
deeply in love with this wife. But that’s not why she became a ruler to be reckoned with.A key
problem for twentieth-and twenty-first-century scholars has been that they’ve had no model for
producing a layered social history of the Mughal world. They inherited a widely accepted
caricature of a mysterious and unchanging harem that was supposed to represent the sum of
Mughal private life. The following remarks on the Mughal harem and Nur Jahan, taken from a
serious and sympathetic biography of the empress that came out in 1993, demonstrate the
pervasive hold of that skewed representation:Finding a productive and satisfying place in a
society where pleasure (in all its forms) was the main competitive commodity was a substantial
task [for Mughal women] … the enjoyment of palace life was enhanced … by the frequent use of
drugs and alcohol. Intemperance was the Mughal family’s main affliction, and despite public
abjurations and the clear ban on the use of liquor by Islam, it remained not only a private curse
but a public habit … Jahangir’s harem was, from all accounts, a rowdy and exuberant place to
live and Nur Jahan’s fulsome charisma played out profitably against its many walls.14The more
deeply I investigated the life and times of Nur Jahan—you can learn more about my methods
and sources in the note at the end of the book—the more clearly I saw that the reasons for her
rise were intriguingly complex, and that neither the popular legends nor conventional scholarly
works fully tell her story.Carefully assessed, the unusual sources I used have yielded details that
allow me to offer plausible answers to the two questions that come up again and again. How did
she do it? I’m asked each time I teach or give a talk about Nur Jahan—the same query that was
already familiar four centuries ago; the same sense of puzzlement at a woman’s supremacy.
How did it happen back then, and in India? Many people—students, audiences at my public
lectures in the West and the East, an enthusiastic undergrad who waited on me at a restaurant,
friends in private discussions—find it difficult to picture a powerful woman rising in a
seventeenth-century Muslim dynasty.But the common conception of past times as always more
repressive and unenlightened than today is a misjudgment. Seventeenth-century India—the
empire that called itself Hindustan, known to Persians and Arabs as Al-Hind, the land beyond
the Indus River—had a surprising openness and diversity of religion and thought, despite the
weight of patriarchy. During his reign, Akbar forcefully set in place an ethos of coexistence. The
highly plural culture of Akbar’s India was one in which you could be Shi’a or Sunni Muslim and
yet marvel at the esoteric messages of Sufi mysticism or Hindu asceticism, question Jesuits
about the life of Jesus, or tease a youthful monk about the pleasures of the flesh, all of which Nur



Jahan did. Nur, a Shi’a Muslim woman, married a Sunni king who had a Hindu mother and both
Hindu and Muslim wives and concubines.15Of course, not all of Mughal life was benign;
arbitrary rule was accompanied by acts of ferocity that would make subjects shudder with fear. A
young Emperor Akbar, for example, dispatched a rebellious foster brother by having him tossed
off a building, And in 1573, a year after Akbar had conquered and annexed the sultanate of
Gujarat, he quelled a revolt there and ordered his men to make a minaret out of the heads of a
thousand rebels who’d fallen in battle, as a warning against further insurrection.But Akbar’s
general commitment to tolerance enabled the advent of new styles of sovereignty on which
Jahangir and Nur would build. Ironically, though Akbar was the first Mughal to sequester women
in a grand palace harem, his policies of openness allowed Nur to flourish.The personalities and
circumstances of the people close to Nur helped shape her unprecedented rise. She became
the ruler she was because of Jahangir’s strengths and weaknesses—and yes, his capacious
and abiding affection and admiration for his wife. I certainly don’t intend to undo the imperial
romance; Nur and Jahangir earned their love story. But other factors are just as important,
perhaps more so. Nur’s parents were enlightened nobles who took great pains with their
daughter’s education, which continued in Jahangir’s harem, where elder women mentored Nur.
Life there was far richer and its matriarchs more politically astute than most accounts suggest.
Her leadership skills deepened and broadened on the road. Jahangir admired the wandering
lifestyle of the first Mughal emperor, Babur, and emulated it. He believed a sovereign should be
constantly on the move throughout his realm—observing, interacting, making notes, and taking
stock—and Nur traveled with him on most of his journeys between 1611 and 1627. Jahangir’s
penchant for the itinerant life meant more liberties for Nur and other women of the Mughal
household. They came out of the walled quarters to which they’d been relegated by Akbar and
into open country, where the tented harems of the royal encampments afforded them more
freedom of mind and body.Jahangir’s mobility contributed to Nur’s co-sovereignty. Making his
wife increasingly responsible for governing released the emperor from state duties and freed him
to pursue his interest in nature, geography, art, and philosophy, though he remained the de jure
ruler. Thomas Roe wasn’t terribly approving of the arrangement, which allowed Nur more
power:I am yet followeing this wandering King over mountaynes and thorough woods, so
strange and unused ways that his own people … blaspheame his name and hers that (it is said)
conducts all his actions … I feare hee will not long stay any wher, whose course is directed by a
woeman.16Perhaps it happened because the stars were aligned. In Nur and Jahangir’s world,
all of human existence was bound up with the movement of the planets and other celestial
objects. Royalty and common folk alike consulted seers and stars, judging auguries before
embarking on journeys, scheduling weddings, naming newborns, and making peace with the
end of a life. Mystics, dream interpreters, seers, and astrologers shaped Nur’s universe.
According to these oracles, the planetary conjunctions seem to have been on her side from the
moment of her birth.TWOMiracle GirlWhen a large comet passed startlingly close to Earth in the
autumn and winter of 1577, astronomers, astrologers, philosophers, and monarchs all over



Europe and Asia, including the Mughal emperor Akbar, were spellbound. The distinguished
Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe made precise measurements of its path, findings later used by
his student Johannes Kepler to formulate the laws of planetary motion.Known for his curiosity
and open mind, thirty-five-year-old Emperor Akbar was in the twenty-first year of his reign when
a comet, Zu-Zanab—literally, “possessed of a tail”—became visible in the skies over India,
bright enough to be seen in daylight. The celestial body that Europeans called the Great Comet
provoked intense discussion in Fatehpur-Sikri, then the Mughal capital. Akbar invited astrologers
to give their opinion on the form, appearance, and effects of Zu-Zanab’s flight.Ancient Indian
astrology books described more than a hundred kinds of comets, some possessing tails, others
forelocks, that could herald both good and bad fortune in the countries they crossed. Akbar’s
royal astrologer, Jotik Rai, informed him that Zu-Zanab had traveled over Tibet, western China,
Turkestan, Farghana (a principality in Uzbekistan), and Khurasan province in northern Persia,
modern-day Iran, where it was observable for eighty-five days. The comet would produce
serious disturbances in those lands, Jotik Rai said. Persia especially would suffer. The
astrologer’s predictions were confirmed early in the new year, when trusted visitors reported to
Akbar that the Persian monarch Shah Tahmasp had died and his kingdom was suffering
economic woes and bloody political upheaval.1What Akbar didn’t know was that the season of
the comet had brought another momentous event, one that would someday affect the fate of his
empire. On the road outside Kandahar, in what is now Afghanistan, a girl had been born to a
couple leaving repressive Persia for Akbar’s empire, a land they hoped would be more
welcoming to their liberal views on politics and religion. They were part of a caravan making the
long and arduous journey to India along a stretch of the Silk Road, the ancient web of trade
routes linking East and West. The baby arrived before the turn of the year, a Sagittarius or
Capricorn entering a world where people believed that comets, eclipses, and arrangements of
the zodiac shaped an individual’s disposition and attitudes. They called their daughter Mihr un-
Nisa, “Sun of Women.”The Great Comet was glowing overhead when Ghiyas Beg and his wife,
Asmat Begum, pregnant with Mihr, left their home in Herat, the capital of Persia’s Khurasan
province, a vibrant commercial center at the crossroads of several major trade routes.2 Both
were educated people from noble families, liberal members of the ruling class in a Persia where
liberality went in and out of fashion and often contended with fundamentalism. Ghiyas, a trim
man of twenty-two with gentle brown eyes, was considered exceptionally wise and open-
minded, an expert letter-writer who loved poetry and historical prose. He and his wife, Asmat,
described later in Mughal records as a lively, large-spirited woman, already had two sons and a
daughter.3In India, the couple would become luminaries, with Ghiyas prominently discussed in
the official archives of Akbar’s son, the Great Mughal Jahangir. (The first six Mughal emperors,
through the end of Aurangzeb’s reign in 1707, are known as the Great Mughals, and the kings
who followed and ruled until 1858 as “the later Mughals.” Europeans sometimes used the term
Grand Mughal to describe each of the Greats.) Jahangir would praise his trusted and admired
finance minister Ghiyas as capable, generous, and sincere, and bestow upon him the title



I’timad ud-Daula, Pillar of the State. But when Ghiyas and Asmat left Persia, the future was
uncertain.Mystery surrounds the precise troubles that forced their departure. Several sources
echo the eighteenth-century account of a Mughal chronicler named Khafi Khan, who wrote,
“After his father’s death, as a result of unfortunate circumstances, Ghiyas started for India as a
fugitive …”4 What exactly were these unfortunate circumstances? We can’t be sure, but the
historical evidence suggests several credible reasons for his departure.Ghiyas’s father died in
1576, the same year as Shah Tahmasp, whom Ghiyas had served as a highly valued revenue
collector. Histories written long afterward suggest that without the financial support of his father,
the young man had gone into debt. And without royal protection from Tahmasp, the freethinking
Ghiyas most likely worried about the disfavor of the intolerant new shah, Isma’il II, son of
Tahmasp. Imprisoned for years by his father, Isma’il II had succeeded him through murderous
machinations in a short reign with a high body count. He died not long after Ghiyas left Persia,
poisoned, some suspect, by rivals for the crown.When Isma’il II became shah, a centuries-old
tradition of religious pluralism and harmonious coexistence, maintained to some degree during
most of Tahmasp’s fifty-two-year reign, even in periods of repression, gave way to ever more
rigid official intolerance. Ghiyas’s leanings were liberal and rational. He might reasonably have
thought his life was in danger, debt or no debt.An acceptance of diversity had marked the first
three hundred years of Persia’s Safavid dynasty, which evolved from a thirteenth-century order
of Sufis, tolerant Muslim mystics. The rulers who descended from the order’s founder respected
a variety of faiths, and all had prospered: mystics, Sunni and Shi’a Muslims (differing then, as
now, over who were the rightful heirs to the Prophet Muhammad and thus the appropriate
leaders of the Muslim community), Turkish tribes that practiced animism, and Armenians and
other Christians.Gradually, however, the Safavid rulers became less accepting and more
militant. Shah Isma’il I, who ruled during the first two decades of the sixteenth century,
proclaimed himself to be divine, a rightful successor to Muhammad, and established Shi’ism as
the only legitimate basis for the kingdom’s social-political order. Sunni religious institutions
weren’t entirely wiped out, but they lost their endowments from the state, and many Sunni
clergymen and legal experts were executed or exiled. Over time, Isma’il I became so severe
about what he considered to be the principles of righteousness and lawfulness that he cut off the
hands of anyone playing a musical instrument.5The Safavid state under Isma’il I singled out
anyone sympathetic to religious practices other than Shi’ism and punished them with public
chastisement, prison, or death. Sufism, which emphasizes a direct, personal experience of God,
was officially discouraged, though its practice continued in private. Since the founding of the
Safavid dynasty, rigidity and freedom had always existed simultaneously, though the ratios were
sometimes wildly skewed toward repression. A town would have its mosques—and its opium
dens. A mullah might denounce Sufism from the pulpit, then debate one of its practitioners over
coffee.Under Isma’il’s successor, Tahmasp, Persia offered more opportunities for
experimentation in literature and thought, despite some official intolerance. Ghiyas and Asmat,
born into cultured and educated noble families, were raised in an atmosphere of intellectual



pursuit and inquiry, where reflection and interpretation were valued. Men of the upper classes
gathered to eat, drink, recite poetry, and talk politics. Aristocratic women, highly accomplished in
the arts of reading, writing, and calligraphy, were also likely to share with one another poetry
they had composed. In groups they might shop for clothing and lace in the marketplace and visit
the hammam, the bathhouse, where they could laugh together, share secrets, mull over marital
problems, and speak frankly about sex. Men and women would discuss literature: epics, fables,
poetry, accounts of travel, stories of territorial rivalry and battles among the rulers, with their
claims and counterclaims of cultural supremacy. Although social interaction was largely
segregated by sex, respectable men and women might mix at family dinners, picnics, or musical
gatherings at home, with wine and song.6With both his father and Tahmasp gone, however,
Ghiyas appears to have felt this way of life was threatened. An understandable next step would
be to head for India. For more than two hundred years, Persians seeking economic opportunity
or protection from persecution had left for wealthier, more tolerant Al-Hind. Adventurers sought
their fortunes in the diamond mines of the Deccan, the plateau between northern and southern
India. Traders sailed between ports in the Indian Ocean; Sufis practiced in peace; poets
composed eulogies for Indian patrons from Bengal to Kashmir. The transplants also included
craftsmen, soldiers, sages, theologians, physicians, calligraphers, musicians, dramatists, and
dignitaries. According to one scholarly estimate, from 1501 to 1722, 750 Persian poets relocated
to India.7 During that same period, Persian migrants with expertise in mathematics, astronomy,
history, ethics, logic, metaphysics, and statecraft advised Indian monarchs.Persians had long
had a place in Mughal courts. In 1540, Emperor Humayun, Akbar’s father and the second Great
Mughal, was driven into exile by an Afghan ruler. Akbar was born on the road after the emperor,
his family, and his retinue fled. Eventually they were given refuge in Persia by Shah Tahmasp.
When Humayun successfully fought to reclaim his throne fifteen years later, he was
accompanied by a number of Persians. And when Akbar succeeded his father, he welcomed
Persian artists, craftsmen, poets, scholars, and philosophers to his court, and encouraged
Persians to join his imperial service.Though people moved from India to Persia, most migration
was in the other direction (and there’s no evidence that any Indian gained a significant position
at the Safavid court). One good reason for the discrepancy was that Mughal India, Hindustan—
today’s north and central India, modern Pakistan and Bangladesh, and parts of Afghanistan—
was one of the world’s wealthiest states. Its fertile agricultural lands supported nearly 100 million
people in the 1600s, a population matched only by Ming China. A range of export commodities
brought a flow of foreign currency into the Indian ports.8The Safavids, on the other hand,
controlled a massive swath of rugged land—the territory of modern-day Iran, northwest
Afghanistan, and parts of Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaijan—that was populated by no more
than 10 million people and not terribly productive. Though silk and silk thread were the region’s
principal and greatly valued exports, basic food items such as rice and sugar and spices, as well
as cotton and indigo, came to Iran from India.At the time Ghiyas and his family left Persia,
migration to India had become even more attractive. Akbar’s court had acquired the distinction of



being dar-al-aman, the abode of peace, a place of refuge. In the second half of the sixteenth
century, leaving Persia for India meant not only material comfort but the hope of freedom of
thought.9While the move might have offered better prospects, it must have been wrenching. To
ease the anguish of farewells, a very pregnant Asmat, a concerned Ghiyas Beg, and their
anxious but supportive friends and relatives would have shared a ritual series of elaborate
meals, discussing the journey and expressing faith in the divine as the children played and
servants scurried about. Ghiyas’s cousin Shapur, who had visited India twice on business, would
have been present, describing the atmosphere and promise of the Mughal world. The couple
wouldn’t find it such an alien place; Persian culture and customs thrived in Al-Hind. Akbar’s poet
laureate Abul Faiz “Faizi” claimed that Mughal mastery of Persian language and culture rivaled
that of Persia itself.10 In Al-Hind there would be relatives and associates to help Ghiyas; an
uncle of Asmat’s had already distinguished himself by fighting an important and successful
campaign on behalf of Akbar against local rulers in western India, and he’d put in a good word
for his nephew-in-law. But first, the couple had a journey of several months ahead of
them.Caravans were a common mode of travel in sixteenth-century Iran, Central Asia, and India.
The cavalcades of kings stretched over several miles and included family members, courtiers,
soldiers, and servants, with camels, horses, and elephants by the thousands carrying tents and
provisions for huge encampments that replicated the royal court. Traders carried goods by
caravan, and sometimes travelers joined those commercial caravans. That’s what Ghiyas,
Asmat, their children, and their servants did.According to Khafi Khan’s eighteenth-century
account of Mihr’s birth, a merchant named Malik Masud led the caravan in which Ghiyas and
Asmat traveled. Horses, mules, and camels carried saddlebags or pulled carts packed with
merchandise as well as tents, supplies, and grain for the animals. Travelers replenished their
store of water along the way. Masud probably followed one of the well-known trade routes
established by Arab explorers between the eighth and eleventh centuries. The most
conspicuous indicator of the route that Ghiyas and Asmat took is the one detail of their journey
that contemporary and later historians agree on: Nur Jahan was born outside the city of
Kandahar, 350 miles southeast of Herat.Herat was surrounded by a wall with five gates. The
caravan led by Masud no doubt exited from the Kandahar Gate to the south, crossed the Hari
Rud River, then moved through low hills and gently sloping valleys with springs and rivers,
vineyards, cotton fields, and farms and orchards that supplied melons and apples to
India.11Anyone who encountered Ghiyas, Asmat, and their children on the road would know
they were aristocrats. If their formal dignity, elegant clothing, and soft, nimble speech didn’t make
that clear, their status would be obvious from the presence of the attendants who would have
traveled with them.Moving south, the caravan would cross the Great Salt Desert, blistering
during the summer and desolate all year. Its scorching winds would have given them a preview
of India’s summer heat. Eventually they’d come to the town of Adraskand, a well-cultivated area
with plenty of sweet water—an excellent resting place. Caravan travelers determined their
halting points by how far a camel could go in a day. A decade or so after Ghiyas and Asmat’s



journey through these parts, the next Persian monarch built a number of caravanserais, roadside
inns, on the way to Kandahar. Given the importance of this trade route, some caravanserais
likely existed even at the time of Asmat and Ghiyas’s passage. But most often travelers camped
in open country, pitching their tents near water, under the shade of trees or in a garden,
depending on the season.The caravan probably passed alongside the lakes and marshes of the
fertile Sistan region, where the travelers would have seen, in the distance, houses made of clay.
Masud may have led his party on through Bust, a depository for wares in transit to India, and
found a camping spot close to the Helmand River, not far from Kandahar, a pleasant area but
dangerously isolated. Attacks by thieves were not uncommon on these journeys. Caravans were
often robbed of supplies, merchandise, and animals by bandits armed with swords and known to
wound and even murder travelers. Father Bento de Goes, a Jesuit missionary, wrote in the early
sixteenth century that while traveling on horseback through Northwest Afghanistan, he lagged
behind his caravan and was approached by four riders. When he realized they were robbers, the
missionary tossed a costly turban as far away as he could. As the thieves quarreled over this
prize, Father de Goes spurred his horse and sped away. A little farther on, his group was
attacked again, by a different set of robbers. That time, several travelers were killed.12Everyone
in the caravan with Ghiyas and Asmat, the aristocratic men, women, and children who rode and
the servants and tradesmen who walked, would be tired and their animals exhausted. As
remedies for fatigue, travelers ate garlic, onions, and dried apricots, and fed them to their
animals. Sometimes burdened horses and mules in a caravan suffered to such an extent that
they collapsed on the journey. Spare camels and horses traveling without loads came in
handy.Just before Masud’s caravan crossed the Helmand, legend has it, they were set upon by
brigands, and Ghiyas and Asmat lost everything they owned except for a couple of mules. The
historical records don’t say whether Masud’s caravan traveled with guards who fought the
thieves, whether anyone died in the skirmish, or whether there was a skirmish at all. If there was
an attack, a shaken Ghiyas would have had to restock supplies along the way.Asmat’s due date
was approaching, making the journey potentially more perilous. As an Iranian saying had it,
“From the day of conception on, a woman has one foot in this world and one foot in the other.” To
ward off accidents during pregnancy, folk wisdom suggested, women should sew a few seeds of
wheat or millet and a gold coin into a piece of cloth, and keep the sachet with them all the
time.13Somewhere just short of Kandahar, Asmat delivered her baby, a girl. The birth was most
likely attended by a small band of servants, including a midwife, perhaps Dai Dilaram, the
woman who would serve as Mihr’s wet nurse and remain with her when she became Empress
Nur Jahan. The servants would have erected a separate tent or enclosure to ensure privacy for
Asmat. Men weren’t allowed to view or help with the birth of a child; the code of modesty
required that only women be present.If she followed the custom of the day, Dai Dilaram would
have asked Asmat to squat facing in the direction of Mecca with a large copper platter
containing a little dirt beneath her, so that the newborn child would immediately come into
contact with the earth. Asmat, already a mother three times over, would be familiar with all the



necessary rituals of birth. Dai Dilaram would tie the umbilical cord with a thread and cut it, then
clean and purify the baby with a ritual bath and wrap her in a white cloth, as prescribed in Islam
for both male and female newborns. (In death too, the body was covered in white, marking the
completion of a life cycle.) Dai Dilaram would then assure others outside the tent, Ghiyas and
well-wishers, that mother and baby were fine. Hearing the news, Ghiyas would have offered
prayers of thanks for the safe arrival of his new daughter, Mihr un-Nisa. A beautiful infant in all
legendary accounts, she surely brought a moment of pleasure to the caravan community amid
the hardships of the road.Besides her parentage and her name, only one thing is certain about
Mihr’s birth: She entered the world outside Kandahar in the winter of 1577, on the road to India.
During her time as empress and after, in chronicles and legends, several key embellishments
were added to the tale. By the eighteenth century, three fascinatingly different versions of her
birth story had been published, each revealing a great deal about the teller and his times (the
writers were all men), including prevailing attitudes about politics, gender, and religion.Niccolao
Manucci was an Italian who came to India in 1653, eight years after Mihr/Nur’s death, and spent
nearly sixty years there as an artilleryman, foreign correspondent, linguist, and quack doctor; he
claimed to have been the chief physician of the last Great Mughal, Aurangzeb, though he had no
formal medical training. Fascinated by tales of Nur’s birth and accomplishments, Manucci
decided that the model for the narrative of Empress Nur’s nativity should be nothing less than
“The Flight into Egypt,” the famous story of Jesus’s infancy told in the Gospel of Matthew and
employed as a potent motif by European painters. In Manucci’s 1705 Storia Do Mogor (History
of the Mughals), he wrote:I was anxious to find out about the descent of this queen, and I came
to know for a certainty that she was the daughter of a Persian who arrived from Persia as a
camel-driver in the service of some Armenian merchants. He brought with him his wife, who was
enceinte. On the way, near the fortress of Candar [Kandahar], she was delivered of a child, and
one of the merchants lent him an ass on which to convey the woman in that state of distress. The
child that was born in that miserable plight came to be this famous queen (Nur Jahan).14The
image of Ghiyas leading a donkey bearing a pregnant Asmat brings to mind the biblical passage
in which Saint Joseph, fleeing the murderous King Herod, guides the Virgin Mary and baby
Jesus to safety in Egypt. Lively, shrewd, and observant, Manucci, a devout Catholic, was aware
that this episode in the life of Jesus was well known in India. Not only did Jesuit visitors to the
Mughal capital tell the story, but artists in the court of Jahangir copied the engravings and
woodcuts of Albrecht Dürer, including Flight into Egypt, which depicts the scene.15More than
150 years after Nur’s birth, the rather eccentric, quick-witted trade agent turned Mughal
chronicler, the aforementioned Khafi Khan, popularized a more melodramatic version of Nur’s
birth, adding a shocking detail. In his telling, Ghiyas and Asmat made a desperate decision
when their daughter was born. Fearful that they wouldn’t be able to provide for the newborn
because they’d been robbed, they abandoned her by the roadside in the dead of night. In the
morning, the caravan leader Masud, wandering up and down to oversee arrangements, spotted
her by chance. Struck by her beauty and moved by her helplessness, he picked her up. Then,



searching for a nurse in the caravan, he noticed Asmat, and (knowingly or unknowingly) gave
Nur back to her mother.16Khafi’s vivid tale of abandonment resonated with readers of his day.
Other writers picked it up, adding flourishes with each new telling. One such embellishment
came from Alexander Dow (1739–1779), a Scottish sailor who was five years old when Khafi
died in India. Dow made his way to Bengal, serving on a private warship. Charmed by the
eastern world, he wrote a history of India, based upon a well-known Persian text, to which he
added a dissertation on the Brahmanic religion, an ancient form of Hinduism, and an appendix
on the last forty years of the Mughal Empire. These works shaped early British views of
India.17In the third volume of his History of Hindostan, published in 1772, Dow presented the
story of Nur’s birth for the first time in English, adding new details to the account of her
abandonment. Dow was heir to traditions in which great historical figures showed signs of
distinction from the cradle, accompanied by miracles and marks of wonder:To carry the child
was impossible [because of their circumstances].… A long contest began between humanity
and necessity: the latter prevailed and they agreed to expose the child on the highway. The
infant, covered with leaves, was placed under a tree; the disconsolate parents proceeded in
tears. When they had advanced a mile from the place … [Asmat] gave way to grief; and throwing
herself from the horse on the ground, exclaimed, “My child! My child!” … [Ghiyas] was pierced to
the heart … He promised to bring her the infant. He arrived at the place. No sooner had his eyes
reached the child, than he was almost struck dead with horror. A black snake … was coiled
around it … extending his fatal jaws to devour the infant. The father rushed forward. The serpent,
alarmed at his vociferation, retired into the hollow tree. He took up his daughter unhurt, and
returned to the mother. He gave her child into her arms; and, as he was informing her of the
wonderful escape of the infant, some travellers appeared, and soon relieved them of all their
wants.18The snake survived as a popular ingredient in most of the colonial writings about Nur
that followed Dow’s. In movies made before and after Indian independence from British colonial
rule, Nur’s abandonment, the snake, and her rescue, became enduring motifs.An Italian quack
doctor, an Indian courtier, a Scottish adventurer—each wrote of Nur Jahan’s remarkable birth.
The Catholic mercenary Manucci was interested in an imitation of Christ. For Khafi, the Indo-
Persian tales of migration and a man’s compassion for his wife were dominant. Alexander Dow
and the early colonial writers who followed him were enchanted by a romantic image of India,
that land of wonders, surprises—and snake charmers. In our time, tour guides from Lahore to
New Delhi bring additional elements to the saga of Nur’s birth—for example, that light radiated
from her baby face, in keeping with both her birth name and the one Jahangir would give
her.THREEAl-HindSeveral months after Mihr was born outside Kandahar, the family crossed the
Indus River into Al-Hind. In late 1578, Ghiyas, Asmat, baby Mihr, and her siblings reached the
city of Lahore, the major entry point to the Mughal Empire for those coming from the northwest.1
Then, as now, two major routes led from Kandahar to Lahore, one via the Khyber Pass through
the Spīn Ghar Mountains; the other via the Bolan Pass through the Toba Kakur range.Ringed by
the river Ravi in the agricultural region of Punjab, Lahore, today part of modern Pakistan, was



earning a reputation as a grand and prosperous Mughal city. Akbar sometimes used it as a seat
of government; he’d ordered the fort rebuilt in brick and stone on the foundations of an older mud
structure, and other splendid buildings, guesthouses, and pilgrimage centers were erected.
Lahore’s bustling bazaars and delightful gardens, the potpourri of languages and cultures,
added to its appeal.2Newcomers to Lahore commonly found temporary lodging with relatives or
others from their country. In most Indian towns and cities of this time, nobles and landlords
opened their homes not only to visiting relatives and friends but also to travelers, merchants,
workers, job seekers, servants, and the poor, though the patron’s family usually reserved a
substantial part of the residences for private use.3 Some lodgers stayed for free, some paid rent,
and some worked for their room and board.Ghiyas and Asmat were introduced by their caravan
leader to a Persian man living in Lahore who made arrangements for the family to stay in a
mansion near the fort.4 That would be their home until the time was right for the final leg of the
journey to Emperor Akbar’s court in Fatehpur-Sikri, 350 miles to the southeast, near Agra, the
former capital.Merchants congregated outside the fort—some who plied the Agra-Lahore axis, a
lucrative route, and some who came in caravans from the northwest selling Iraqi horses, silk
thread, and muskmelons. An official in Akbar’s court called Lahore a “resort of people of all
countries whose manufactures present an astonishing display and it is beyond measure
remarkable in populous-ness and extent.”5 Asmat and Ghiyas would have walked along streets
crowded with houses, perhaps exploring the bazaars that pulsated with energy, packed with
buyers, sellers, and passersby exchanging greetings and news. One section of the bazaar, a
series of intricate lanes, was set aside for women only. Women took their time gazing at the bold
patterns and colorful embroidery on the finest muslins, silks, and velvets. Many wore flowers in
their hair, and toe rings and anklets with charms or little bells, and chewed betel leaf to redden
their lips. Married women wore maang, red color in the parting of their hair; or the sekra, seven
or more strings of pearls that hung from a band at the forehead; or the laung, a clove-shaped
stud ornamenting the nose.From the food stalls wafted the aroma of cooked food and whiffs of
raw meat. Rice was central to Persian cuisine, but in Lahore, it was served in piquant dishes
unfamiliar to Asmat and Ghiyas, such as biryani—rice with meat, onions, peppers, cinnamon,
cumin, and other spices; or its variants, yakhni (rice and meat cooked in a gravy or broth with
onions) and yulma (a sheep scalded in water until its wool came off, and then prepared like
yakhni in potage). Accompanying these dishes were breads large and small, baked in the oven
or made in skillets.Everywhere Ghiyas and Asmat would hear the melodious tones of their
mother tongue, which had become the favored language of the Mughal elite. A large number of
Persian-speakers had settled in Lahore, among them scholars and literary figures from Safavid
Iran and neighboring Central Asian regions. Booksellers in the markets of Lahore, Delhi, and
Agra sold anthologies of Persian poetry. The fourteenth-century Iranian poet Hafiz had predicted
that Persian was so irresistible a language that someday “all the Indian parrots [poets]” would
relish “this Persian candy.”6 Quoting in Persian from admired poets was as common among the
cognoscenti in India as it was among intellectuals in Iran. Persian infiltrated everyday phrases



and exclamations, as well: In the name of Allah; at the door of the grave; may you be damned in
hell.But there were words in the vernacular of Lahore that Ghiyas and Asmat wouldn’t have
recognized. In India, Persian mingled with Gwaliyari, Braj, Kashmiri, Punjabi, and other rich
dialects that contributed to Hindavi, the evolving language of Mughal India. Words, metaphors,
and ideas from the Indian world had been integrated into the Persian language. Sufi centers in
India played a vital role in this commingling. More than two centuries before Ghiyas and Asmat
arrived in India, a new form of poetry was born, the genre known as Sabk-i Hindi—Persian
poetry in the Indian style. From its beginnings, the form embodied the constant exchange
between India and Iran, and the potential fruits of coexistence.7 Pre-Mughal Sufi poets Amir
Khusraw and Hasan Sijzi of Delhi, for instance, urged in their Persian poetry the transcending of
religious and sectarian differences—ideas that entered Indo-Persian culture and, later, deeply
influenced Emperor Akbar’s promotion of tolerance.The caravan was Mihr’s first nursery, and
Lahore her second. The family stayed only a few months, a necessary stopover during which
Asmat could rest and the children adjust to a new environment—the sight of grand Indian
elephants, green parrots, and bright-blue peacocks; the absence of cypress trees. Ghiyas had
time to think his way forward, considering the best possible plans. That Asmat’s uncle was still
favored by Emperor Akbar was a promising sign of good fortune ahead. The uncle had already
found a place in Akbar’s court for a cousin of Asmat’s, a young man who’d risen in the imperial
ranks. Now it would be Ghiyas’s turn.Ghiyas Beg’s first encounter with Emperor Akbar took place
sometime between late 1578 and early 1579. From afar, as Mihr’s family approached Fatehpur-
Sikri, they would have seen the pinnacles of the red sandstone harem, its multilevel stone
pavilions crowned with umbrella domes. The capital was a stunning example of visual harmony.
All its buildings were made from the same red sandstone, sang-i surkh, and its many gardens
were cooled by the leafy shade of mango and neem trees and lush henna bushes. Hundreds of
feet below Akbar’s harem was the caravanserai, the travelers’ lodging, from which Ghiyas and
Asmat could gaze up at the majestic heights of the women’s quarters.Ghiyas and Asmat would
have known the legend of the founding of Fatehpur-Sikri before they arrived in the city. Nearly a
decade earlier, when Agra was the capital of Mughal India, Emperor Akbar was in despair.
Although several children had been born from his many marriages, none had survived. His
courtiers suggested that he seek the blessings of the Sufi saint Salim Chishti in the village of
Sikri. When Akbar visited Salim Chishti, the saint blessed him and foretold that he would have
three sons. Prince Salim, n amed after the mystic, was born on August 30, 1569, to the first of
Akbar’s Hindu wives, Harkha. The grateful emperor announced that as a tribute to the saint he
would build the city of Fatehpur-Sikri.8 Fatehpur means City of Victory. Construction began two
years after the birth of Prince Salim, who would one day take the name Jahangir, and continued
into the 1580s.Studded with domes and cupolas raised on columns, the tiled rooftops of the
palace extended as far as the massive Jami Mosque. Near the palace was a great tower called
the Hiran Minar, decorated with mock elephant tusks that commemorated Akbar’s capture and
domination of elephants. On the maydan, a large open space, Akbar and his court enjoyed polo,



elephant fights, gladiatorial battle, acrobatics, and the flying of trained imperial pigeons. A court
historian described Fatehpur-Sikri, surrounded by desert, as “Paradise on the brink of the
precipice.”9Akbar gave two audiences every day. The first, for the general public, usually took
place after he had finished his morning ablutions and prayers. He would appear at one of the
balconies of the palace, showing himself, at a distance, for the jharokha darshan, the public
viewing during which he blessed his people from on high.10 One scribe grandiloquently
described the Mughal emperor during such an appearance as “the sun of heaven of great
fortune … who gives asylum to the world, the splendor of whose forehead illuminates the eyes of
the world.”At the rise of the sun, as is customary, the kettledrums of rejoicing and success are
sounded … fleet-footed horses, with jeweled trappings … and female elephants are displayed
… before the imperial gaze … On every side, a wave of tumult of God-given magnificence rises
… Renowned princes, exalted offspring of kings … khans, sultans, mirs and mirzas of Iran and
Turan … exalted lords of pen, high-ranking amirs, amirs’ sons in service, a variety of swordsmen,
triumphant elite servants, nimble quiver bearers … Arabs, Persian, Turks, Tajiks, Kurds, Tartars
… various groups and castes of learned men from Hindustan … from all the perfected imperial
realms … are honored to kiss the threshold.11It would not be surprising if Ghiyas and Asmat
went to view His Majesty upon arriving in the new capital. After all, Ghiyas was preparing for an
audience with Akbar, and seeing the Mughal’s majesty would prime him for their meeting.Akbar
held a second, more exclusive audience each day, for local nobles and officials as well as
ambassadors and trade representatives from other parts of the world.12 Typically, this took
place in the State Hall, usually toward the close of the day or at night. There the emperor
announced court appointments, facilitated by contacts and associates. It was at such a
gathering that Ghiyas Beg was introduced to Akbar.According to the inventive Khafi Khan, the
historian who popularized the legend of Mihr’s abandonment, the caravan leader Malik Masud
served as Ghiyas’s intermediary as he sought the monarch’s favor. Or perhaps Asmat’s uncle
was the key. In any case, Ghiyas’s family and personal connections, and his previous service to
the Persian shah were definite advantages in gaining access to Akbar.The spacious State Hall
was located at the eastern extremity of the palace, at the opposite end of the city from the
harem. Tucked into one side of this meetinghouse was the pillared courtyard of the Audience
Hall, the Dawlatkhana or Abode of Fortune. Here Akbar sat cross-legged on an elevated
platform bearing a rug-draped red sandstone throne, clad in a knee-length gold-embroidered
silk cloak tied at the waist with a delicately embroidered kamarband, the imperial dagger hung at
his side. He wore a lamb’s wool shawl, tasteful necklaces of gold and pearls, finger rings, and
gold-embroidered shoes with pointed toes. The emperor chose his clothes according to the
traditional color of the day’s reigning planet, a practice his father had begun and that he
continued.The beating of a large drum and incantations to the divine inaugurated the assembly.
Body guards, princes, grandees of the court, and men like Ghiyas Beg, who had permission to
attend, stood barefoot in their designated places. Prince Salim, age ten, Akbar’s longed-for
eldest son, was near him, at a distance of a yard or so when standing, and a yard and a half to



six yards when sitting. The second little prince, Daniyal, stood a little farther off, and the third,
Murad, farther still. Railings of gold separated the king and the princes from the devoted nobles,
next highest in rank, and these men were divided by a railing of silver from a group comprising
the senior nobles, some lesser nobles, and other officials. A wooden railing set apart the rest of
the men in the hall. Learned men and accomplished craftsmen paid their respects; imperial
clerks presented petitions; and officers submitted their reports. From distant lands and fabled
ports, merchants and traders came bearing expensive gems and other valuables, rarities and
goods. Agile gladiators and wrestlers, singers, and entertainers waited in readiness for an
imperial command.The master of ceremonies, the courtier in charge of protocol, would have
called out the name of Ghiyas Beg, who’d step forward dressed in the manner of a typical
sixteenth-century Indo-Persian noble, in a white flowing cloak and elaborate turban, tasteful
attire emphasizing his temperate demeanor in the presence of the almighty king. He would have
worn no red, scarlet, or yellow; those colors were reserved exclusively for Akbar. Ghiyas would
place the palm of his right hand upon his forehead and bend his head forward, performing
kornish—a sign of the saluter’s humility and submission to the royal presence, and his readiness
for any service that may be asked of him. Akbar was known for his polite address to those
present in official assemblies. He spoke to all comers with “the correctness of his intentions, the
unbiasedness of his mind, the humility of his disposition, the magnanimity of his heart, the
excellence of his nature, the cheerfulness of his countenance, and the frankness of his
manners.”13Silence was an important part of court decorum. Those admitted to the emperor’s
presence weren’t entitled to initiate a conversation. Ghiyas Beg would have stood before the
Grand Mughal in stillness. If the emperor turned to look at a courtier or raised an eyebrow toward
him, that courtier would be pleased; if the emperor spoke, he would feel blessed.Khafi Khan
reports a charming exchange between Akbar and the caravan leader that may or may not have
actually occurred. Akbar remarked to Malik Masud that the caravan leader hadn’t brought fine
presents this year as he had in previous years. Masud was pleased. Artfully, he responded that
he had in fact brought a living present such as had never come from Iran or Turan [Central
Asia].14 The emperor took the measure of Ghiyas Beg, who, well schooled in courtly etiquette,
stood humbly, head slightly bowed, hands folded, awaiting any royal directive. Following the
audience, he was given employment by the Grand Mughal.15Akbar had devised a complicated
system for assigning warrior-nobles, mature princes, and elite officers numerical rankings called
mansab—ranging from 10 to 10,000—that determined their salaries. Nobles and officers served
in a variety of capacities: as provincial governors, commanders of strategic fortresses, heads of
military campaigns, revenue collectors who oversaw local tax collectors, provincial judicial
officers, and chief town officials.Ghiyas’s first job and starting rank in Mughal service are
unrecorded.16 But sources note that when he became the diwan (fiscal or a revenue officer) of
Kabul in 1595–96, he was granted a mansab of 300. By the time Akbar’s son succeeded him as
emperor early in the seventeenth century, Ghiyas’s rank had soared to 7,000—near the top of
the line.As he left his first audience with Akbar, Ghiyas would have offered the emperor taslim, a



salutation that involved placing the back of his right hand on the ground, then raising it gently
until he stood erect, putting the palm of his hand upon the crown of his head. Repeating the
taslim three times to indicate that he was ready to give himself as an offering, Ghiyas Beg would
set forth on his new Indian career.FOURThe Cupolas of Chastity and the Perfect ManAs Ghiyas
and his family began settling into their new life in Fatehpur-Sikri, two events were still the talk of
the town. One was the fire that ravaged a workshop known for producing the finest textiles in the
country; piles of fine wool carpets made by Persian weavers and 10 million yards of velvet, silk,
satin, and brocade had burned to ash. The other was far more momentous: A few months earlier,
several older women of the imperial harem had left on an unprecedented pilgrimage to Mecca.
Akbar’s elderly aunt Gulbadan Banu Begum—her name translates as Princess Rosebody—had
informed her nephew that she wished to go to Mecca with other women from the harem so she
could fulfill her pledge to God that she would visit the holy places. Until recently, however, the
route had been unsafe because of squabbles with Portuguese traders who commanded
extensive trade rights in the Indian Ocean and issued passes to pilgrims. Once the Portuguese
and the Mughals settled their differences, Gulbadan brought up the matter again. Akbar gave
her permission to proceed, along with provisions and a large sum of money.1Gulbadan, cerebral
and observant, in her seventies at the time of the pilgrimage to Mecca, was the daughter of the
first Mughal, Babur. She left for posterity the only historical chronicle written by a woman in the
age of the classical Muslim Empires—the Ottomans of Turkey, the Safavids of Iran, and the
Mughals of India—providing extraordinary insight into the lives of Mughal court
women.Accompanied by thirteen senior harem women, and their servants, reciters, and singers,
Gulbadan departed from Fatehpur-Sikri in the fall of 1578, just as Asmat and Ghiyas were
leaving Lahore. The women planned to cut southwest through the province of Gujarat in western
India, where they would board a ship for Mecca. Akbar directed his six-year-old son Murad to
lead the pilgrims on their journey to the sea. In the Mughal world of the seventeenth century, a
little boy was considered man enough to escort the most senior women of the dynasty. But when
Gulbadan made the point that precisely due to his tender age Murad should be left behind, the
emperor acquiesced. Three older men escorted the convoy.The women decided that Akbar’s
mother, Hamideh Begum, and a trusted servant woman who was her confidante should remain
in the capital to counsel the emperor. Akbar often relied on his mother for support and advice.
The two were mutually devoted. Hamideh had a habit of traveling to visit her son unannounced
when he was away from the capital. Earlier that year, for instance, the emperor was hunting in
the forests of Punjab when his attendants announced to him that his mother had arrived at the
camp and was anxious to see him; Akbar was delighted to receive her. He clearly admired her
mettle. Once when he went to Kabul to settle scores with a rebellious stepbrother, he left his
mother in charge of the province of Delhi.Gulbadan’s pilgrimage to Mecca with other senior royal
women, and their insistence on leaving Emperor Akbar’s mother behind as his counselor,
reveals a great deal about the workings of the Mughal harem.A few years before Ghiyas and
Asmat arrived at the capital, Akbar had declared that women of the royal household were to be



segregated in a well-ordered, high-walled harem. To ensure their seclusion, he built a large
enclosure and gave each woman a separate apartment. According to the first official history of
the Mughals, Akbarnama (The history of Akbar), commissioned by Akbar and written by
historian Abul-Fazl, the harem housed five thousand women—but Father Antonio Monserrate, a
Jesuit priest visiting from Portugal, reported the number as three hundred. The movement of the
sequestered women was restricted, and rules governed who could visit them and who could not.
The harem was under constant surveillance. Women superintendents watched over each section
—the most trusted in the emperor’s quarters, which were guarded by eunuchs. A contingent of
Rajputs, a Hindu warrior clan, patrolled the perimeter of the women’s palace.The harem played
a role in Akbar’s grand plan for solidifying political networks and expanding his territory. Early in
his reign, Akbar was unsatisfied with the size of his empire. Though he controlled a large central
area that included the fertile plain of the river Ganga, in the east, large areas of Bengal were still
under the command of local rulers, and in the west, Ajmer was in the hands of Rajputs, while
Gujarat and adjoining states had a tributary status. Akbar set out to change that, acquiring
territory through massive and bloody military campaigns across India, battles that won him the
sultanate of Gujarat and the state of Bengal, among others. He also grew his empire through
shrewd alliances. He recruited advisers, governors, and officers of diverse ethnic, regional, and
religious backgrounds, and married into the families of several of these men. Having both
Muslim and Hindu wives allowed Akbar to create the political networks that helped him rule a
Hindu majority and set the foundation for expanding Mughal authority.
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Diya, “An Imperative, Indispensable, and Integral Masterpiece. The Light of the World has
returned. Nur Jahan Begum is the history of India. She was a Shia married to a Sunni Muslim
who was also half Hindu Rajput. Further, Nur Jahan is the only woman ruler among the great
Mughals of India. Nur’s life history shows her dynamism and boldness. However, there is a very
long history of the erasure of Nur Jahan’s power that Lal has brilliantly restored.When it came to
hunting, Nur Jahan was a great tiger huntress with a master shot as depicted in a classic portrait
that shows her tamping down the gunpowder in a musket. She designed gorgeous gardens and
the tomb that became the model for the Taj Mahal itself. She was an accomplished soldier,
planning the operation that rescued her husband from a kidnapping. Remnants of imperial
orders issued by her, coins minted in her name, paintings that paid homage to her sovereignty
and bravery are all evidence of the powerful figure Nur was.Renowned historian Ruby Lal
uncovers the rich life and world of Nur Jahan, restoring her full splendor in the process. Lal has
not only rescued this dazzling figure from patriarchal clichés of romance and intrigue, but has
also given new insights into the lives of women and girls in the Mughal Empire. In this revisionist
feminist biography, Nur Jahan finally receives her due in this deeply researched and evocative
biography that awakens us to a fascinating history. This page-turning, eye-opening biography
shatters our impressions of India and is an imperative, indispensable, and integral masterpiece
that must be read.”

Anon, “Fascinating, brilliant and thought provoking!. Ruby Lal has written a fascinating and
brilliant biography of Nur Jahan, that is thought provoking and hard to put down. There are
several versions of the story of Nur and Jahangir’s first meeting, and her meteoric rise to power
as co-sovereign of the Mughal Empire. However, the best part of this detailed, well researched
book is that it helps see Nur Jahan and the Mughal Empire in context. What role did Nur’s
upbringing play in helping her gain power within the Mughal court? What did it mean for her to
serve as co-sovereign, and how did Jahangir come to rely on her political savvy? Through a
superb narration of several important episodes in Nur’s life that highlight her accomplishments
as a political advisor, hunter, diplomat and aesthete, a compelling portrait of the Empress
emerges. A definite must- read!”

Ramdas Iyer, “Very engrossing read..... A die hard fan of the Mughal period I found this recent
publication by Ruby Lal very captivating. Her book reads like a story which she has extracted
from many personal accounts like the Jahangir-Nama and Babur Nama. This fills a gap in middle
Mughal History, especially Jahangirs reign and that of Nur Jahan. The Persian influence of his/
her court is also well highlighted.The Peacock Throne by Hansen ( Shah Jahan), Abraham
Erally's book on the Mughals (Aurangzeb), Dalrymples- Last Emperor together with this volume
gives a comprehensive history of the great Mughals, (excepting Akbar, Babur and Humayun)I



strongly recommend this to all since it is an easy read. Well done Miss Lal. Yes Nur was a subtle
driver of the #METOO in an age of purdah and harem living.”

Umar Tosheeb, “Nur Jahan, the remarkable Mughal empress. Nur Jahan is a well know woman
in Pakistan and India. This biography adds to the myth of this extraordinary woman. She was one
of many wives of Mughal emperor Jahangir. But unlike his other wives, she was an equal partner
—in fact a co-ruler. No other woman, before or after Noor Jahan, held such power in Mughal
India.The author does a good job of covering her life from the time she was born to her death. It’s
remarkable that after being widowed, she married emperor Jahangir when she was in her 30s,
and ended up influencing her husband and managing such vast empire. During a time when
women had such limited power, and royal Mughal women were restricted to Harem, Noor Jahan
through her intelligence and skills rose to such prominence.A must read for anyone interested in
history of India or Mughal India, through the life of this extraordinary woman.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Nur Jahan restored to history. This is a terrific biography, rich in historical
detail and elegant prose. Lal vividly brings to life Nur Jahan, India’s first female ruler. It’s a
riveting account of Nur’s rise—from her family’s precarious journey to Hindustan as they fled
persecution in Persia to her ascent to the throne as co-sovereign of the vast Mughal Empire. Lal
reveals how Nur’s keen intellect, political acumen and extraordinary talents as poet, expert
hunter and architect made her an effective and wise ruler. What gives the book real power is the
author’s deep knowledge and evocative portrayal of the culture, society and political world of
Mughal India that gave rise to this remarkable woman ruler. As Lal points out, Nur Jahan
suffered the fate of other powerful women in history: her real political achievements were erased
from the historical record by male chroniclers suspicious of female power and obscured in myths
and legends about her romantic relationship with Emperor Jahangir. Lal’s biography restores to
history Nur Jahan’s amazing life and full range of accomplishments.”

Debjit Sengupta, “Well researched and smooth narration. I was wondering why Mughal history is
yet to become stale despite absorbed multiple times by readers across different generation and
geography. Just try recalling an empire which has had occupied the same volume of printed
space as that of Mughal empire. The answer is none. The chronicles recorded by historian
during that era definitely makes it rich. The empire is about, not only war, emperors, success and
monuments symbolizing love but also it is about hatred, jealousy, fratricide and defeat. The
passion for Mughal history has been beautifully sum up by Diana Preston whom we better
known as one half of writing duo Alex Rutherford; popular for writing best-selling history fictions-
“Raiders from the North”, “Brothers as War” and “Ruler of the World”. She says, “Mughal Empire
has extraordinary, interlocking stories that to understand completely, one has to go back to a
blank piece of paper. Nothing is more dynamic, exciting or compelling than the Mughals.
Nothing was more significant than their courts in those days. The European ones were puny by



comparison. At the heart, you have this absolutely irresistible story of family dynamics uncoiling
with the horrible inevitability of a great tragedy”. These are apt words, which you cannot deny.
Such is the irresistible charm of the empire. The three centuries empire can be best described in
two phases. The Great Mughal and Later Mughal describing the rise and fall of the empire
respectively. Prior to this, the last book I read was on fall of Mughal Empire by revered author
Jadunath Sarkar. I still relish reading on Mughals. The interest on the empire does not seems to
subside. Therefore, from the vault, I decided to pull out an interesting and piqued character to
read. When most women cloistered in harems, Nur Jahan defied norms by openly ruling
alongside her husband. Nur Jahan was beautiful, brave, strong, educated and charismatic. She
served as an inspiration and central character to many novelists, filmmakers and painters. Nur
Jahan was a daughter of a noble who had fled Persia to escape persecution. She was widow of
a court official, who was implicate in a plot against Jahangir. Still Jahangir fall hard for her. She
later proved to be a devoted wife, wise queen, shrewd politician and commanding strategist.
Mughal Empire has a history of assertive royal wife and influential mothers and aunts but never a
woman had taken complete charge of the empire in a de-facto sense. However, she was born to
foreign parents and was not daughter of Mughal Empire but she had garnered enough power
through official signs of sovereignty. Issuing orders was one of three exclusive privileges of
Mughal rulers. It was also official sign of Islamic sovereignty. The other two being named in
Friday prayers and striking of coins bearing monarch’s name. She was issuing orders in her own
rights, which was similar to her husband farmans. The orders were against debt and revenue
collection, land grants, military matters and criminal cases. Her name also began to appear in
gold and silver coins. Jahangir for more and more times was indulging in his curiosity and
admiration of the natural world. In other words, he was indulging in leisure activities that soon
alienated him from day to day affair of the State. Its then his empress took in more and more
matters of governance in her hand. Until Jahangir’s death, she shared a wonderful relationship
with him. As per Mughal records, he mentioned her as a sensitive companion, superb caregiver,
accomplished adviser, hunter and a diplomat. She was the backbone of Mughal Empire and
ensured that her name recorded indelibly in public memory and history. A struggle for power
begins while Jahangir was still an emperor. In fact, it was a norm during those days. A family
used to be polarized. Survival was dependent on whose side taken. Akbar had been
disappointed with Jahangir. He saw the abilities in Jahangir son Khusrau to succeed him. After
Akbar’s death, Jahangir still ascended into the throne. Khusraw rebelled against his father to
secure the throne for himself. His rebellion was crush by Jahangir forces and was imprisoned,
blinded and killed, though not everything on Jahangir’s order. Khusraw rebellions left Jahangir
emotionally worried and he started getting concern about the dynasty future. Nur Jahan’s
influence started increasing and soon her relatives occupied chief posts of the realm. Her father
Mirza Ghiyas Beg and brother Asaf Khan occupied key portfolios. Asaf Khan’s daughter Mumtaz
Mahal married Khurram, better known as Shah Jahan. Nur Jahan aligned on Khurram side and
assured her husband that dynastic transition would be smooth. Both Nur Jahan and Khurram



had a mutual respect for each other and both had a motive. She knew that Khurram being the
most competent prince was the likely successor and he would someday be a key player in
Mughal succession. She was probably also being shrewd about her own future. Nur Jahan along
with Khurram, Ghiyas and Asaf Khan would be the new axis of order. Khurram too then rebelled
which distressed Jahangir. With Khurram out of favour with Jahangir, Nur Jahan moved to further
Shahryar’s fortune. Shahryar was Jahangir’s son and at the same time husband of Nur Jahan’s
daughter from first marriage. Shah Jahan had known that his powerful stepmother would not
back his imperial ambition. The rift between Shah Jahan and Nur Jahan was open. Shah Jahan
has had support of his father-in-law, who was also brother of Nur Jahan. The influence and
power was polarized and schism started developing between two factions. Nur Jahan’s
strategies begin to backfire after Shahryar developed Fox disease, which badly disfigured him.
He lost his hair, beard, eyebrows and eyelashes. Her husband health was falling and son-in-law,
she thought would succeed him was threatened by a disease. When Jahangir died, because of
Asaf Khan’s initiative , son of Khusraw - Dawar Bakhsh became the new emperor. Asaf Khan did
this for two reasons. The first reason was that Shah Jahan was away and it was a stopgap
arrangement to secure throne for his son-in-law. The second reason was to counter claims of
Nur Jahan, who wanted Shahryar as a king. Shahryar army clash with Asaf Khan’s forces and
was defeated and captured. With husband gone, son-in-law captured and brother in opposing
camp, none of Nur Jahan’s maneuvers worked. Shah Jahan was proclaimed as the new
emperor on his return. In the power battle, Shah Jahan’s side used Dawar Bakhsh as a pawn.
Shah Jahan had then ordered killing of all possible contenders for throne that includes both
Dawar Bakhsh and Shahryar. After Jahangir’s death, these men galloped at an astonishing
speed to restore old older and override Nur Jahan. Her rise to power had been relatively swift,
her fall was even swifter. Despite the enmity, Shah Jahan treated Nur Jahan well after she faced
reverses. She was no longer active in governance. Rather she spent rest of her life in retirement
and seclusion. Shah Jahan fixed an annual income of two lakhs for her expenses. She spend
rest of her life in Lahore. She used to spend on the needy and poor people. The official
historians during Shah Jahan’s reign deliberately removed Nur Jahan’ merits and extraordinary
achievements from the Mughal history. Despite Shah Jahan’s chronicle describing Nur Jahan in
a very disparaging tone and making her look trifle, her supremacy emerges undiluted. No one
can sully her due standings in history. Historians, travelers, poets and travelers require special
mentions. So are the researchers, who had gone distance, to decipher meanings out of the
different sources and collate together the events in a chronological order. One of the major
sources is Jahangirnama, which contains extensive detail on government, provincial affairs,
revenues, rewards and punishments. It also contains Jahangir’s insightful analysis of natural
phenomenon, people, places and events. To write his memoir, Jahangir entrusted responsibility
initially to Mutamad Khan and later Muhammad Hadi, who continued until Jahangir’s death.
However, the court historians gave a biased account of their king. Still, there work provides
wealth of information. To understand about socio-economic lifestyle prevalent during those



times, one has to rely on other sources. Often travelers provided us with extensive and unbiased
account on royal family, harem and society. Portuguese priests - Father Monserrate and Father
Sebastien Manrique , administer in the government of British India - Mountstuart Elphinstone ,
British ambassador Thomas Roe, his accompany William Hawkins, author Della Valle, French
physician Francois Bernier gave their own assertions about life in Mughal kingdom. The vivid
descriptions helped nineteenth century and later historians to stich together a useful and
informative dossier on the subject. I came across an interview of the author. She replied in a
childlike glee. She was sanguine about her work and gave replies with alacrity. There is a mixed
feeling after reading this book. Harem life and Persian influence made interesting read. However,
some topics like Nur Jahan first marriage and her parent arduous journey from Persia to India
unnecessarily were stretched. Sometime it seems like authors on historical books takes some
liberty. Usually many knows, regarding what are the rituals followed during a noble Muslim
women marriage and what it undertakes to pursue a painful journey from Persia to India during
those times. I do not doubt credence of the book but you cannot tell with surety whether the
narrations are outcome of research. Still I believe as per my findings that you are unlikely to find
such a comprehensive book on Nur Jahan. The rigor put by author is clearly visible. It is a
readable narration with an engaging style, especially after couple of chapters.”

Terry Scaife, “Easy read and very interesting.. Bought as a present, feedback was that it was
well written  easy to read and very interesting.”

Shivani Dev, “Time-travel. I totally enjoyed reading this riveting read on 17th century mughals,
starting from babur going until jahangir. This book gives an insight into the society of those
times, power structures and relationships. Apart from knowing nur jahan closely, you will also get
to know about other mughals of that time. Not very long. And one of the best books on nur jahan.
An interesting read!”

Mirza Yawar Baig, “May it please Your Majesty. Excellent rigorous research based, culturally
sensitive writing about a truly remarkable woman. Truly Nur Jahan has the right to be called a
Moghal Empress. This book shows why. Ruby Lal is to be congratulated for this excellent work.
Thoroughly enjoyed it.”

Suranya Sengupta, “Best read.. A detailed account on the life of noor by the feminist historian
Ruby lal is a journey through her life with wonderful historical footnotes.”

The book by Ruby Lal has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 180 people have provided feedback.
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